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WHY BOTHER WITH CRITICAL THINKING
(CT)?
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) Level 7 descriptors for Master’s
study (FHEQ, 2014)
• ‘critical awareness of current problems and/or new insights’
• ‘evaluate critically current research and advanced scholarship in the
discipline’,
• ‘evaluate methodologies and develop critiques of them and, where
appropriate, to propose new hypotheses’
• ‘make sound judgements in the absence of complete data’
• ‘the qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring
decision-making in complex and unpredictable situations’

Employers
• Critical thinking (CT) rated above other skills (Davies and Barnett, 2015)
• CT sits in 2nd place for ‘Top 10 Skills in 2020’ for the workplace (Future of Jobs
Report, World Economic Forum)

WHY BOTHER WITH CRITICAL THINKING
(CT)?
Today’s world
• Information overload requires one to be able to make their own opinion
• “If people cannot think intelligently about the myriad issues that confront them,
then they are in danger of having all of the answers but still not knowing what
the answers mean” (Halpern, 1998)

• ‘It is also generally recognized that the ability to think critically becomes
more and more important to success in life as the pace of change
continues to accelerate and as complexity and interdependence continue
to intensify.’
(Paul n.d.)
• ‘Almost everyone agrees that one of the main goals of education, at
whatever level, is to help develop general thinking skills, particularly
critical-thinking skills.’ (Van Gelder, 2005)

Scientific community
Critical Thinking (CT) is at the heart of our professional activity... However,
most of us have not been specifically trained to think in any specific manner!

CRITICAL THINKING (CT) AT IMPERIAL
ICL Graduate Attributes
• ‘Approach challenges with curiosity, critical thinking and creativity’
• ‘Innovatively apply their skills to tackling complex real-world
problems’

• ‘Have developed into independent learners with high self-efficacy’
• ‘Display a strong sense of personal and professional identity’

“We must teach students how to handle and interpret concepts,
evidence and ideas, how to think and act as experts and, ultimately,
how to produce original insights and valuable knowledge for the
benefit of society ... Leading universities understand that they need
to change pedagogy from fact-based traditional lecturing to
interactive teaching with the aim of fostering durable skills such as
critical thinking, developing an expert mind set, and problemsolving.” (ICL L&TS, 2017)

WHAT IS CRITICAL THINKING (CT)?
Many definitions of CT…

“Reasonable, reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe
or do” (Ennis, 1985)
“The use of those cognitive skills or strategies that increase the probability of
a desirable outcome - in the long run, critical thinkers will have more desirable
outcomes than ‘noncritical’ thinkers” (Halpern, 1998)
“The intelligent use of all available evidence for the solution of some
problem” (McPeck, 1981)
…but most refer to reflection, logical thinking and action
Is CT a general set of defined skills that can be transferred to any
discipline)? (Ennis, 2011 & 2015)

Or is it contextual to the discipline in which it is developed? (Facione,
1990)

CT LITERATURE

The 3 ‘waves’ of CT research (Paul, n.d; Davies and Barnett, 2015)…

1st Wave (1970-1982)
• Philosophical and logical
• CT taught as a stand-alone, detached discipline

2nd Wave (1980-1993)
• Relationship between CT and creativity, problem solving or emotions
• ‘Applicable to all disciplines’ stance

3rd Ongoing Wave (1990 onwards)
• Merges the previous waves
• Rigorous, comprehensive approach to teaching and practicing CT
• Informs our project: designing and delivering explicit context-bound CT
teaching that also has wider applicability and transferability, even outside
academia

CT SKILLS
• Decades of research have established a long list of skills and
attitudes to characterise Critical Thinking (CT) (Facione, 1990; Ennis,
2015)

Critical Thinking Skills (Adapted from Davies and Barnett, 2015)
Developed by Wales and Nardi, borrowed by Halonen and presented by Davies and Barnett (2015: pp12-13) to
define CT skills.

Attitudes or “states of mind” that
… AND CT DISPOSITIONS
enhance personal readiness for CT

Critical Thinking Dispositions (Adapted from Davies and Barnett, 2015)
Developed by Wales and Nardi, borrowed by Halonen and presented by Davies and Barnett (2015: pp12-13) to
define CT dispositions.

CT IN THE LAB - TROUBLESHOOTING

CT Skills = Orange
CT Dispositions = Purple

RESEARCH PROJECT: BACKGROUND
Preliminary Research
• In-depth semi-structured interviews with 8 PhD students
• Students identified learning 'events' that take place during PhD
study that significantly develop critical thinking (CT) skills, which
demonstrated a close relationship to professional characteristics
and identity, and sense of belonging to the scientific community of
practice
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COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
• Social constructionist stance: learning in the scientific community
is experiential, and is intimately linked with professional identity
‘The central issue in learning is becoming a practitioner not learning about
practice’ (Brown and Duguid, 1991)

• Community of Practice (CoP) theory of Legitimate Peripheral
Participation (LPP) (Lave and Wenger, 1991)
‘The individual learner… acquires the skill to perform by actually engaging
in the process, under the attenuated conditions of legitimate peripheral
participation.’
‘[LPP is a] transformational process and is inspired by the increasing worth
of belonging and the novices’ wishes to become full and experienced
members of a community of practice’ (Aubrey and Riley, 2016)

• Newcomer participates alongside existing members of the CoP
(old-timers) in shared and real authentic activities (legitimate) =
situated learning. Engagement starts from the periphery and
become more central, with the novice eventually becoming full
practitioner.
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Preliminary Research
• In-depth semi-structured interviews with 8 PhD students
• Students identified learning 'events' that take place during PhD
study that significantly develop critical thinking (CT) skills, which
demonstrated a close relationship to professional characteristics
and identity, and sense of belonging to the scientific community of
practice

RESEARCH PROJECT: BACKGROUND
Preliminary Research
• In-depth semi-structured interviews with 8 PhD students
• Students identified learning 'events' that take place during PhD
study that significantly develop critical thinking (CT) skills, which
demonstrated a close relationship to professional characteristics
and identity, and sense of belonging to the scientific community of
practice
• Learning events:
(1) Awareness that scientific research isn't as straightforward
as one might assume prior to PhD study
eg. dealing with ambiguity and uncertainty, or challenging
scientific publications/ old-timers

A Scientific Iceberg, if you like…

SCIENTIFIC ICEBERG

As seen by outsiders

Exciting
presentations

Successful grants
Published articles
Arguments
Tweaked protocols
Practical shortcuts

‘We define who we
are by the familiar
and the unfamiliar.’
(Wenger, 1998,
p149)

Inspired by Sylvia Duckworth’s work

Negative results

Ambiguity

Faulty peer-reviewing
Misunderstandings
process
Unsupportive data
Wrong hypothesis
Uncertainty
Unpublished data
Disagreements

As known in
the scientific
CoP

RESEARCH PROJECT: BACKGROUND
Preliminary Research
• Learning events:
1. Scientific iceberg: Awareness that scientific research isn't as
straightforward as one might assume prior to PhD study
2. Repeated practice of applying CT skills
eg. troubleshooting, communication, looking at the big
picture, learning from mistakes
• General recommendations: explicit CT teaching, time and
repetition

Can we bring some of this learning forward into
Master’s level study?

HALPERN’S 4 PART MODEL FOR
TEACHING CT
Provides theoretical instruction for developing student CT…
Old-timer’s Insight Where/when CT skills and dispositions in
professional practice
Instructions and Skills Practice Clear and easily
understandable taxonomy of CT skills and dispositions
Transfer Opportunities New CT activities with transparent
structure so students can retrieve cues according to previous
learning
Learning Monitoring Students disclose their learning process
and reflect on completed task(s)

ADAPTING HALPERN’S MODEL
Story of a Paper (Saffell, 2013)
Introduction to the immersed side of the iceberg
Old-timer’s insight on the backstage story of a publication: there is more
to science than what meets the eyes

Old Timer’s
Insight

The drill
A journey into the iceberg
Old-timer explains the overall rationale of the activity and provides a
clear taxonomy of CT skills and dispositions
Students self-assess their CT skills and dispositions, and establish their
individual CT skills goals (travel journal)

Instructions and
Skills Practice

Sample analysis

Skills Practice
and
Transfer

What is the iceberg made of?
Students, supported by old-timers, study examples of negative results,
wrong hypothesis, unpublished data or published but wrong data, and
identify common thinking patterns

Back to the surface
What have we learnt? How can we use that learning further?
Students reflect on their learning and fill in their travel journey
Students practice with similar but un-seen examples (transfer)

(Halpern, 1998)

Transfer and
Learning
Monitoring

INTRODUCING CTI
• Critical Thinking & Identity (CTI) “Invisible” long-thin module
implemented across the entire course of a STEM MSc programme
to better prepare graduates for workplace/ PhD study
• Informed by Halpern
Students explicitly learn about CT, actively develop their CT skills and
dispositions in a contextualised manner, followed by opportunities for
transfer (research project)
• Formative assessment Reflective blogs
• Summative assessment (2.5%)
Written reflection on the development of CT skills and dispositions, and
impact on professional identity

• Ethical approval granted!

CRITICAL THINKING AND IDENTITY

ONLINE RESOURCES
Content Library
• Guidance on reflection and blog writing
• Learning and teaching resources
• Summative assessment criteria

Private Space
• Personal space for reflection – students are unable to
view each other's learning development

GUIDANCE TO REFLECTION

GUIDANCE TO BLOG WRITING

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Does Halpern’s adapted model correlate with significant CT learning
gain?
If so, how and why?
• How do students perceive the development of their CT skills through their
Masters programme and (how) does this impact their professional identity as
a scientist?
• Which CT skills/ dispositions do Masters students perceive to develop the
most/ least throughout their programme of study?
• How homogenous/ heterogenous are students in CT skills and dispositions at
the beginning versus the end of their study?
• Do students perceive any learning gain to be due to explicit critical thinking
teaching sessions or due to other aspects of the Masters programme, eg. lab
project, or a combination of both?
• Do students perceive reflective practice to enhance the development of
critical thinking skills and professional identity?
• Do Masters students have a change in professional identity throughout their
course of study, and does this relate to a sense of belonging to the scientific

DATA COLLECTION
• Student self-assessment of critical thinking skills and dispositions
at the beginning and end of the academic year, in order to
measure any learning gain
• Thematic analysis of reflective writing throughout (formative
reflective blogs) and at the end of the Masters programme
(summative reflective writing assignment) will reveal more indepth answers to the proposed research questions
• Students will be invited to attend audio-recorded focus groups
shortly after the programme of study has been completed, to give
their reflections on their overall critical thinking learning throughout
the entirety of the Masters programme

QUESTIONNAIRE: CT SKILLS
Field

Minimum Maximum Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Predicting

2

5

2.81

0.67

0.45

Reasoning verbally

1

5

2.96

1.07

1.15

Identifying assumptions

2

5

3.33

0.77

0.59

Evaluating arguments

2

5

3.33

0.98

0.96

Problem solving

2

5

3.41

0.78

0.61

Synthesising claims

2

5

3.44

0.74

0.54

Asking questions for clarification

2

5

3.63

1.13

1.27

Inference making

2

5

3.63

0.91

0.83

Analysing claims

2

5

3.7

0.85

0.73

Interpreting information

3

5

3.85

0.59

0.35

QUESTIONNAIRE: CT DISPOSITIONS
Field
Intellectual courage
Tolerance of ambiguity
Tentativeness
Scepticism
Fair-mindedness
Seeing both sides of an issue
Inquisitiveness
Interest
Willingness to seek or be guided by
reason
Respect for alternative view-points
Open-mindedness
Intellectual humility
Desire to be well informed
Appreciation of individual differences
Perseverance
Holding ethical standards
Integrity
Empathy

Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance
1
5
2.7
0.97
0.95
2
5
3.3
1.05
1.1
2
5
3.33
0.86
0.74
1
5
3.33
1.19
1.41
2
5
3.7
0.97
0.95
3
5
3.85
0.76
0.57
2
5
3.96
0.88
0.78
2
5
4.04
0.92
0.85
2
2
3
1
3
2
2
2
3
2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4.07
4.11
4.11
4.19
4.22
4.22
4.26
4.26
4.37
4.41

0.9
0.74
0.68
1.09
0.74
0.68
0.93
0.8
0.62
0.83

0.81
0.54
0.47
1.19
0.54
0.47
0.86
0.64
0.38
0.69

QUESTIONNAIRE: BACKGROUND/
EXPERIENCE
• Many linked ‘strong’ CT skills and dispositions to previous experience(s)
• Most recognised room for improvement with CT skills and dispositions;
some attributed lack of CT to their background
• Influences Family (eg. ethical standards), Friends, Other people, Lab Work/
Previous Study, Diverse Settings (eg. international school, living in different
countries), Teaching, Culture (eg. some may discourage CT)
• Perceptions of previous study Being “introduced” to CT not enough, time
and practice is important. Not enough chance to practice CT skills
thoroughly in UG study, though this did appear to develop some
skills/dispositions eg. scepticism and evaluative capability
• Activities conducive to CT Reading papers, Team Work
• Lab work consistently referred to as supportive of CT skills and dispositions
– particularly troubleshooting, perseverance, problem solving, reasoning
verbally, intellectual courage and humility, tentativeness, desire to be well
informed, having moral/ ethical standards, analysis, predicting, evaluating,
being flexible and open minded.

BLOG 1: STORY OF A PAPER
Overall Impressions
• Revealed ‘hidden side’ of scientific research:
Eye opener/ Behind the scenes/ Change of perception/
Life lesson/ Scientific research is not as simple I
thought! (17)
• Insightful/Encouraging session (15)
• Threshold concepts (19)
• Reaffirmed prior beliefs (8)
• Not very surprising (4)
• Negative perception of scientific research (2)

BLOG 1: PERCEPTIONS OF SCIENCE
Top themes Perseverance/ Resilience (24), Challenges/
Obstacles (9), Failure/ Rejection (14), Scientists aren’t
perfect! (8), Luck/ Chance (14), Intellectual courage/
Confidence (7), Collaboration/ Networking (7)
Other Patience (4), Positive Attitude (2), Failure =
Positive (6), Problem-solving/ Troubleshooting (1),
Initiative (1), Team work/ Communication (3), Mental
Health (2), Taking Initiative (3), Self-Awareness (2), Job
Uncertainty (1), Time (1), Flexibility/ Open-mindedness
(4), Decision Making (1), Success = Very Rewarding (3),
Exciting (1), Pressure (1), Reflection (1)

BLOG 1: LOOKING AHEAD
Top themes Desire to develop further as a scientist/
professional (8), Identity and Ambitions (5),
Perseverance/ Resilience (5), Desire to be a more
effective Critical Thinker (4), Inquisitiveness and Seeking
Opportunities/ Networking (5)
Other Work Hard (1), Increase Confidence (2), Increased
respect for scientists and their work (3), Change in
career direction (1), Self-belief (1), Desire to influence
(1), Reflection (2), Personal learning journey shapes
professional identity (1), Intent to take risks/ leave
comfort zone (1), Improve time management (3), Being
diligent and strategic (1), Flexibility and openmindedness (3)

BLOG 2: CT SKILLS AND DISPOSITIONS
Top themes Changed/ more developed perception of CT
(11), Personal CT weaknesses/ areas for improvement
(12), Goals/ Actions plans for developing CT (10),
Personal CT strengths (9), Self-awareness/ Reflection
linked to CT (8), Beneficial/interesting/ enjoyable session
(8), CT helpful for future career/life in general (6)
Other Tied well to Story of a Paper (4), Difficult session
(4), CT linked to personality (2), CT linked to previous
experience (2), CT skills and dispositions as a reference
(2), interactive nature beneficial to learning (2), CT
strongly links to identity (2), Would have preferred Story
of a Paper session beforehand (2)

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS: RESEARCH Q’S
Does Halpern’s adapted model correlate with significant CT learning
gain?
If so, how and why?
• How do students perceive the development of their CT skills through their
Masters programme and (how) does this impact their professional identity as
a scientist?
• Which CT skills/ dispositions do Masters students perceive to develop the
most/ least throughout their programme of study?
• How homogenous/ heterogenous are students in CT skills and dispositions at
the beginning versus the end of their study?
• Do students perceive any learning gain to be due to explicit critical thinking
teaching sessions or due to other aspects of the Masters programme, eg. lab
project, or a combination of both?
• Do students perceive reflective practice to enhance the development of
critical thinking skills and professional identity?
• Do Masters students have a change in professional identity throughout their
course of study, and does this relate to a sense of belonging to the scientific

NEXT STEPS
CT practise sessions, transfer (lab project) and continuing
reflection
Summative reflection on development of CT and professional
identity

Focus groups
Secondary analysis of pre-existing data

Reflective writing – thematic analysis
Self-assessment of CT skills and dispositions – learning gain

• Much theory published regarding CT teaching in a broad and
hypothetical sense, however there is little published on evaluating
critical thinking teaching within specific programmes of study and
measuring associated learning gain
• Significant outcomes could provide more practical guidance on
teaching CT, particularly for Master’s level science programmes

ADAPTING HALPERN’S MODEL
Story of a Paper
Introduction to the immersed side of the iceberg
Old-timer’s insight on the backstage story of a publication: there is more
to science than what meets the eyes

The drill
A journey into the iceberg
Old-timer explains the overall rationale of the activity and provides a
clear taxonomy of CT skills and dispositions
Students self-assess their CT skills and dispositions, and establish their
individual CT skills goals (travel journal)

Sample analysis
What is the iceberg made of?
Students, supported by old-timers, study examples of negative results,
wrong hypothesis, unpublished data or published but wrong data, and
identify common thinking patterns

Back to the surface
What have we learnt? How can we use that learning further?
Students reflect on their learning and fill in their travel journey
Students practice with similar but un-seen examples (transfer)
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